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The Ultimate Intimacy Guide for Passionate People 2017-05-26 the ultimate intimacy guide for

passionate people was written by dr dawn michael to help individuals and couples learn how

to work together to create more intimate loving connections and improve their sex lives this

guidebook is recommended both as a standalone reference as well as a supplement to her

first book my husband won t have sex with me after 19 years of working with couples dr

michael felt traditional therapeutic tools were inadequate in addressing the sexual issues that

many couples were experiencing in their relationships she saw the need to develop a

guidebook that would enable couples to open up to each other about their sex lives the

ultimate intimacy guide for passionate people addresses the problems that most couples

experience at some point in their lives and provides the necessary tools for the couple to work

together on their relationship to create better intimacy in this book you and your partner will

learn how to understand each other and put the joy back into love making

A 100 Day Guide to Intimacy 2003-01-14 dr douglas weiss offers a 100 day practical plan that

will energize your relationship and create a spiritual emotional and physical closeness that you

have hungered for in your marriage you ll identify destructive emotional roadblocks that keep

you from experiencing exciting and satisfying intimate moments with your spouse develop a

marathon mentality for your relationship and take the next 100 days to fall in love all over

again

Marriage and Intimacy 2016-01-03 marriage and intimacy a guide to growing a happy

relationship filled with love and friendship 6 free bonus books included inside this guide is

meant to help enlighten you on how to revive your marriage by improving on intimacy and sex

it is a valuable read that sheds new light on the immense possibilities towards enjoying a

healthy more fulfilled pleasurable and happier marriage marriage is never a bed of roses it

comes with plenty of stress the bedroom therefore becomes the arena where the ultimate deal

is sealed where a couple builds a resilient bond through sexual intimacy where they become

one sexual intimacy sets apart a roommate and marital status and the absence of the same in

marriage has as much power to send any marriage into a deep rut here are a few things you

will learn from this book enlightenment on the immense benefits of conversation and

openness in marriage recommendations on how to set just the right mood for intimacy in your
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bedroom a deeper insight on selflessness by placing your spouse s needs above your own

valuable awareness on the many sexual inhibitors in marriage sexual dysfunctions a

complementary chapter on the virtue of forgiveness in marriage and much much more take

action now this read is not just informative and exciting it s also endeared on redefining a

happy marriage it also gives the reader practical ideas on breeding a more fulfilled marriage

through improved intimacy and sex you get assurance on the immense possibilities there are

to revamp your marriage for someone in pursuit of the utmost bonding and divine sexual

gratification in marriage no doubt this piece remains an irresistible read scroll to the top and

press the buy now with 1 click button

Intimacy 2001 forthright and frank yet respectful and sensitive i am for my beloved a guide to

enhanced intimacy for married couples will help couples enrich their marital and sexual lives

and maintain passion and intimacy within the framework of jewish tradition written by two

orthodox jewish sex therapists with over 50 years combined experience i am for my beloved

conveys essential information about intimacy sexual anatomy and physiology sex within the

life cycle and jewish values and attitudes towards sex with an informative and practical

approach the information provided in this book will enable couples to enjoy a more open and

fulfilling intimate connection both emotionally and physically

I Am for My Beloved 2020-02-27 the comprehensive guide to getting close and closer

renowned psychologist dr paul coleman gives readers a step by step clear path to improving

their relationships by helping them identify intimacy problems understand key differences

between men and women change perceptions overcome arguments and effectively

communicate he also covers sexual intimacy and affection issues including intimacy during

stressful times transitions and as relationships progress this book is a beacon for those

looking to solve their struggles with intimacy tools and exercises for both physical and

emotional intimacy self assessment tests and exercises to help pinpoint issues for couples

singles and families men and women coleman is an expert with an active practice and

specialty in intimacy issues who s made appearances on oprah today and geraldo

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Intimacy 2005-09-06 case studies offer insight into how to

make relationships work each chapter contains such exercises as breathing exercises making
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a timeline of the relationship and thoughts to ponder

Love That Works 2010-08-27 explains that intimacy is not the same as love sex or romance

how they all work together with intimacy the key to relationship success describes the four

pathways to genuine intimacy and gives practical advice on communicating and problem

solving with your partner quick quizzes to test your intimacy iq and exercises to improve it

cover

Being Intimate 1986 based on doctrinal principles and years of professional experience

counseling real people this uplifting volume approaches marital intimacy with a genuine desire

to help couples learn to lovingly discuss your physical relationship with your spouse identify

false worldly ideas about sex and reconcile your differing perspectives informative and

engaging this book will answer all your questions as you learn to truly become one

Sex, Love and the Dangers of Intimacy 2002 the loss of intimacy is one of the most difficult

but also one of the most common factors in the destruction of any relationship recovering

intimacy in love relationships lays out practical evidence based guidelines on which clinicians

can depend as they wade through the intense emotions and fragile bonds of couples in crisis

with care and sensitivity the book s authors analyze the increasingly complex context in which

the cycle of intimacy develops wanes and recovers the chapters delve into diverse populations

attitudes toward intimacy and provide an entire section on cultural gender and religious issues

clinicians looking for a research based practical take on the many facets of intimacy in the

twenty first century need look no further than this book

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Intimacy 2005 the men s guide to romance intimacy and sex

lays out all the secrets men who are successful with women know and use any man can learn

these secrets master the techniques and be guaranteed success here s the first one if you

want a relationship with a woman who s right for you she s even more eager to have a

relationship with you because you re right for her she won t show it right up front but she

wants romance intimacy and sex but it has to be with a man who s right for her who

approaches her in the right way using the right technique with what you learn in this book that

will be you the second secret i ll share with you no matter your height weight age or anything

else about you there s a woman who s right for you in fact many women in this book you ll
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learn to find them and win them using what you learn you will have romance intimacy and sex

guaranteed

Real Intimacy: A Couple's Guide to Healthy, Genuine Sexuality 2023-02-02 if you are thinking

about ordering this book you probably have a strong desire to work on your relationship but

the steps to take to create any kind of real and lasting changes may feel like a mystery you

may have tried everything from taking a romantic vacation to buying a drawer full of feathers

candles and sex toys you still haven t used you may have even gone to couples therapy and

learned some tools for good communication making love real will help you take your

relationship to the next level one that includes both your emotional and your sexual

connection written by two pioneering sex therapists and relationship coaches who have

worked successfully with countless individuals and couples helping them improve their

relationships and sort out their sexual challenges this comprehensive guide offers you an in

depth understanding of sexual desire and relationship dynamics as well as a highly practical

set of tools that will help you have deep and lasting transformation in your relationship you will

learn why you have the same fight over and over again and how to break the cycle to repair

and heal old resentments you will find out what actually turns people on psychologically and

physically and how to have an honest supportive conversation about your desires you will

learn how to handle the day to day ups and downs of relationship and how to use challenges

in your relationship to deepen intimacy instead of eroding it you will create the passionate

connection you ve always wanted

Recovering Intimacy in Love Relationships 2011-01-11 this practical book is for anyone

looking to re evaluate their communication style and take their relationship to a deeper more

intimate level full of advice research and case studies the book also contains a selection of

life changing exercises that can be undertaken in a matter of minutes this guide is highly

recommended for couples who struggle to balance their work life and relationship cycles new

parents those in long term partnerships and individuals or couples with intimacy issues it will

also benefit anyone searching for their soulmate or those that simply strive to create happy

relationships from the start and transform their intimacy into a positive and fruitful experience

what you will learn in this book how to stay in love long term how to rekindle intimacy and
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passion with your partner how to keep erotic desire in relationships how to attract your

soulmate how to create a happy relationship with the partner you wantabout the author darya

haitoglouba hons msc dist mphil bscpsy mtnlp psychologist and relationship coachwith ten

years of coaching and talent management darya has a passion to help people fulfil their

potential and be the best they can throughout her experience of being a full time working

mum a student a coach and a leader in multi national corporations she has found a simple

way of helping people raise their self esteem and get the relationships and life they want after

graduating with first class honours in economics followed by a masters of philosophy from

cambridge university darya went to japan to study cross cultural management later she

returned to the uk and studied psychology while working for eight years in marketing human

resources for a large global company there she also trained coaches to fulfil their potential

she now has a private coaching practice with high profile families and creates and conducts

life events workshops and retreats as part of the enrich your relationships programme

MEN'S GUIDE TO ROMANCE, INTIMACY and SEX 2020-07-22 for any stage of life or

relationship a level headed approach enabling you to develop relationship intimacy and

sustain a satisfying sex life sex and intimacy are what make couple relationships special and

different we may even measure the quality of the relationship by how intimate we feel or how

good the sex is this can be wonderfully reassuring when it goes well but we all have times in

our lives and relationships when we don t feel so close when sex isn t working well or isn t

happening confidence in the relationship can ebb away too yet there is plenty you can do to

turn things around and recapture the fading intimacy this guide takes a realistic look at

modern relationships steering you through practical exercises examples quizzes and talking

points to help give your sexual self and your relationship an intimacy makeover

comprehensively tackling the issues that challenge sex and intimacy this book will both equip

you to understand and manage problems when they arise and to make a good sex life even

better

Making Love Real 2015-10-01 based on the advice she has provided throughout her twenty

years of clinical practice as a sexual therapist dr sandra r scantling has written a new erotic

guide to restoring the vital connections that bring couples together and make it possible for
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them to enjoy extraordinary sex this is not a sex manual it is a book about achieving true

intimacy both in and out of the bedroom through storytelling anecdotes and an easy to

complete quiz readers will learn to identify their own personalities and sexual styles as well as

those of their partners and so to understand why they each behave as they do and above all

how they can each modify their styles to achieve extraordinary sex now this is an inspirational

must have guide for any couple seeking to rekindle their passion dr scantling proves that

lovemaking need never grow dull that it can be an ongoing joyous event now and for the rest

of our lives

ENRICH Your Relationships (Beginner's Guide) 2016-02-10 is sex wasted on the young marj

thoburn thinks it might be this complete guide to sex loving and relationships for the 50s 80s

age group is a positive constructive and celebratory guide which suggests that life and loving

sex begin at 50 inside every older person is a young person trying to come to terms with

ageing this books looks at the physical and psychological changes that may present

challenges to older couples and provides practical exercises and strategies for coping and

learning together for example how do you maintain your self esteem when your body stops

responding the way it used to what can you do if your partner seems more attracted to people

who are younger than you how do you begin a new relationship if you find yourself divorced

separated widowed or single in later life how do you begin to get to know each other again

once the children have left home written with understanding and humour and drawing on a

wide range of case studies this invaluable book offers a wealth of advice for those who want

to keep improving the quality of their relationship whatever their age

The Relate Guide to Sex and Intimacy 2015-08-06 internationally acclaimed psychologist

harriet lerner discusses how good relationships can be strengthened and difficult ones healed

dance of intimacy presents specific steps for improving relationships where intimacy is

challenged by too much distance too much intensity or simply too much pain

Extraordinary Sex Now 2001-01-09 project intimacy is a relationship self help book that shows

people how to connect deeply with their partner

Relate Guide To Loving In Later Life 2012-05-31 based on her twenty years of clinical practice

sexual therapist dr sandra r scantling has written a new guide to restoring the vital
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connections that bring couples together and make it possible for them to enjoy extraordinary

sex this is not a sex manual it is a book about achieving true intimacy both in and out of the

bedroom great sex is based on couples becoming aware of those ineffable forces that

originally brought them together forces that may have been based on differences rather than

similarities in style and personality forces that now may be pulling these same people apart

having achieved an understanding of these forces they will be better able to communicate

achieve intimacy and enjoy extraordinary sex from publisher description

The Dance of Intimacy 1989 here is a liberating vision of love that offers couples powerful new

ways of using words and touch to create levels of intimacy they have never reached before

barbara de angelis ph d reveals how partners can experience deeper sexual and emotional

connections as she helps them become better lovers in and out of the bedroom interweaving

the sensual and the spiritual real moments for lovers offers inspiration for finding profound

meaning in our most intimate relationships it shows couples how to make their relationship a

sanctuary from stress and distress and how lovemaking can not only satisfy the body but

nourish the spirit combining wisdom clarity and exciting new insights it is the unique and

essential guide for all those seeking true spiritual and sexual fulfillment

Project Intimacy 2017-08 from a two time nationally award winning sexuality researcher the

art of intimate marriage god s plan for sexual intimacy in marriage is the work of a master

artist and genuine intimacy is like a beautiful masterpiece your marriage is going well but you

want to make your sex life better and you re looking for help on how to do that you want to

know what god has to say about how to build a fulfilling sexual intimacy in your marriage your

sexual relationship has been full of pain discouragement and frustration and you need some

answers you have some medical issues that are making sex difficult and you would like to

rekindle experiencing mutually pleasurable sex for these issues and more the art of intimate

marriage provides direction and guidance on how to get there creating that masterpiece may

mean learning god s view of sex gaining life giving intimacy skills and figuring out how to work

through conflict in a way that creates deeper connection it may also mean overcoming things

in your background healing things in your marriage or dealing with those medical challenges

we have the opportunity to have a deeper understanding of god s loving heart through being
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deeply known and erotically bonded with our spouse the art of intimate marriage gives us a

road map to experience growth toward a more rewarding spiritual sexual relationship

Extraordinary Sex Now 1998 what does every couple want a close honest bond with their

lover great communication and humor some romance to feel loved passionately by their

partner the truth is that most couples aspire to have all of these things but how do you get it

and more importantly how do you keep your relationship fresh vibrant and sexy over the years

in the book of love expert sex and relationship therapist dr laura berman teaches how to

become connected communicative stable romantic and sexually satisfied as well as how to

plan for a happy intimate and fantasy fueled future together

Real Moments for Lovers 2009-10-14 you can hold it in the palm of your hands the one

necessary tool for you and your partner to create and sustain a shared recipe for ecstasy no

matter the nature of the relationship straight gay somewhere in between or something all

together different the recipe for ecstasy a couples guide to intimacy and pleasure can help

you identify your personal desires develop the ability to effectively communicate your needs

and at the same time teach you how to satisfy your partner s every wish throughout your

lifetime together providing practical solutions this non fiction book addressees sexual problems

and frustrations those who have grown apart can use this workbook to reconnect learn now to

forgive and move forward to create an experience of closeness and sexual gratification at the

same time this guide can be used to take a relationship from special to spectacular for those

who are solely interested in spicing things up the recipe for ecstasy is guaranteed to add a

little flavor to your relationship in and out of the bedroom passionate adventure day or night

based on extensive research the author cleverly outlines the key ingredients needed to create

a mouthwatering recipe for ecstasy one that is easily digested and sure to leave you sated

research findings are shared highlighting that the two fundamental ingredients to the recipe

intimacy and pleasure are the catalysts to finding and keeping a mate dr means shares

technique and inspiring ideas to help couples increase sexual and relationship satisfaction

over time dr means is a psychologist sexologist with a thriving private practice in the detroit

area simply put people love to talk with her especially about sex more importantly they value

what she has to say the recipe for ecstasy gives dr means the ability to make house calls
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through these pages she is bringing her expertise straight to you you could hold in your hands

the opportunity to use evidence based knowledge as a means to improve upon your love life

during her seasoned career dr means has talked to hundreds of couples she helps couples

understand their individual wants while outlining a course that will take them straight to

ecstasy it is her work with this distinct population that has inspired this book let her assist you

just as she has helped countless others

The Art of Intimate Marriage 2019-01-08 building a trusting close bond requires

communication mutual respect and a bit of compromise by understanding each other s needs

and desires you create a safe loving couple bubble to protect your bond and make it stronger

mutual questioning is a powerful technique to draw out deeper emotions and desires and

address potential areas of conflict the right questions inspire compassion and action for

positive change 201 relationship questions is your guide to creating a happier healthier sexier

and more intimate connection share each question invite discussion and keep a personal

journal of the actions and changes you want to make set aside sacred time together for

questions each day and keep your relationship fresh and exciting for a lifetime back cover

The Book of Love 2013-01-31 total intimacy and loving by color can inspire a rich vibrant sex

life loving by color beautifully creates a picture of marital love reflective of god s true design a

balanced complete intimacy that fosters play trust communication anticipation laughter and

sexual fulfillment couples can intentionally practice and integrate each of the colors that

represent a crucial category of loving intimacy all three colors combine to kindle the synergy

of total intimacy and an exciting marriage with amazing lovemaking the colors include the

green intimacy of a bonding intimate companionship the purple intimacy of coupling as

sensuous romantic lovers with much flirting and the orange intimacy of erotic playmates and

passionate lovemaking a primary purpose of total intimacy a guide to loving by color was to

rebuild sexual intimacy after the trauma of sexual abuse or infidelity to transform blocked or

disappointing lovemaking into a richly satisfying experience the book also encourages wives to

find their own sexual voice as they embrace their unique female desire for sexual connecting

in addition it is a great read for reigniting a sex life grown stale or adding sparks to an already

fun and fulfilling love life
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The Recipe for Ecstasy 2014-10 a book about intimacy and sex in marriage is hardly unique

but a no nonsense text written by a board certified urologist and a licensed psychotherapist

who work in tandem to treat and educate their patients is something new and special together

rapini and khera have provided medical treatment and emotional guidance to couples

searching for greater intimacy better sex and happier marriages they observe on a daily basis

that if one partner has psychological or medical issues both partners are affected so they

work with couples as they treat the problems of individuals in this book they invite couples to

consider together issues ranging from communication and intimacy to erectile dysfunction and

loss of sexual desire

201 Relationship Questions 2015-09-03 if you want to make a great marriage it s your choice

in the dance of marriage two people can achieve happiness together when they are both

happy as individuals an enduring and intimate relationship is possible when a man and a

woman retain their separate and distinct identities and relate to each other as equals and with

total honesty this is some of the insight that early in his career as a gynecologist dr jim

schaller gained when he realized that most wives were unhappy or at least disappointed in

their marriage while most husbands needed to get in touch with buried feelings especially in

running the gauntlet from boyhood to manhood he saw that male control remains the primary

reason for women s frustration depression and anger and that equality and honesty based on

loving kindness warmth attention thoughtfulness tenderness and caring leads to respect trust

and true companionship that is what couples desire most in their relationship while intimacy

may be the crowning jewel day to day relationships are hard work becoming more aware of

ourselves and learning to listen and talk about feelings dr schaller s message to husbands

and wives is straightforward love honor and appreciate yourself as this is the key to becoming

a more honest open and responsible partner so be prepared to work on yourself

Total Intimacy 2014-08-15 is your marriage surviving or thriving it s natural for your marriage

to change with time but it takes conscious effort to help the relationship grow purposefully

otherwise the ups and downs of life will determine the course of the marriage learn to guide

your bond to a healthy place with the eden experience the only yearlong game plan with

practical steps for married couples build on your friendship deepen intimacy strengthen love
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and promote passion throughout the year grow together with purpose and build a solid

foundation for your family you don t feel in love anymore you have a great marriage but want

to invest and keep the foundation strong you ve lost your drive to pursue your spouse you re

struggling to reconnect after having children you been through so much your desire is just not

there anymore you re on the verge of leaving your marriage you re trying to recover from an

adulterous relationship you come from a family of broken marriages and are unsure of how to

have a healthy relationship if any of these apply to you this book is for you we take you on a

journey from friendship intimacy love and then passion we ve curated 52 weeks of activities

that we personally have used for each of you to do that if followed will lead to a deeper more

meaningful relationship this is god led journey so if your not ready to surrender then this book

is not for you but if you re ready see your marriage thrive gods way click the link in our profile

bio get the bundle we are in the pre order phase orders start shipping at the end of august

you don t have to just survive in marriage you can thrive

Re-Coupling 2015-04-30 based on doctrinal principles and years of professional experience

counseling real people this uplifting volume will teach you how to lovingly discuss your

physical relationship with your spouse identify false worldly ideas about sex and reconcile your

differing perspectives

Do Yourself a Favor 2011 the don t sweat guide for couples shows men and women how to

make their intimate relationships more joyful and stress free while maintaining their loving

connection addressing such concerns as remember the one you fell for forget to keep score

aim for the extraordinary be the bright spot in your partner s day appreciate the benefit of a

doubt cherish the child in your partner and many more this book provides easy to do yet

profoundly life changing strategies that will teach couples how to be less reactive how to

communicate more effectively and how to have a more peaceful and carefree relationship

The Eden Experience 2020-11-05 awaken your mindful sensuality and reconnect with your

partner with passion and presence most romantic relationships follow a predictable pattern of

initial enchantment followed by inevitable disenchantment but relationships don t have to stay

in disenchantment or end passion and presence offers readers a proven path back to

connection and intimacy often in deeper ways than before sex therapist maci daye draws on
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her popular international passion and presence workshops to show couples how their erotic

difficulties can be a portal to creativity compassion and unparalleled growth exercises and

reflections guide readers down what daye calls the naked path of awakened intimacy on this

path we courageously examine ourselves our barriers and our relationship patterns ultimately

finding fresh ways to heal and connect and revitalize eros with gentle clarity daye addresses

the everyday challenges of real life sex such as sex that has become routine differences in

preferences or desire power struggles a history of trauma changes ranging from childbirth to

aging infidelity communication challenges and more engaging stories depicting couples of

diverse ages backgrounds genders and orientations illustrate how the practice of passion and

presence can help any couple establish a more intimate and wakeful erotic life

Talking to Your Children about Intimacy 2009 rediscovering love is written as a guide for those

people who refuse to accept the idea that the best days of their relationship are behind them

and who have the courage and willingness to try and repair or strengthen their partner

relationship learning why relationships deteriorate and helping the reader take a hard

interpersonal look at ways they may be sabotaging their relationships creates a pathway

toward new levels of communication and tools for improving the quality of an existing or new

relationship

Real Intimacy 2018 this book gives the definition of intimacy its dynamics dilemmas ironies

and cultural implications it also provides an interpretation and critique of transactional analysis

that both appreciates the achievements of ta and yet hopes to move beyond some of the

territory it has already explored it also discusses the interpersonal life with special reference to

its religious dimension

The Art of Sexual Intimacy 1993 it may seem obvious to you that good communication is the

foundation of every healthy functioning relationship good communication skills will positively

impact all of the relationships in your life but this book will focus primarily on the practices that

will have the greatest impact on the unique bond you share with your partner you can aim to

use these tools throughout your personal life with friends and co workers and family members

but regardless of how you incorporate these ideas into your day to day life you and your

partner should make a concerted effort to use these skills as you complete any of the
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questionnaires quizzes or activities you find in this book you may find a number of the

questions to be challenging or provocative they are intended to be but you will find that with a

toolbox of positive communication skills and a game plan to handle conflict even the most

nerve wracking discussions will become manageable with your partner perhaps they ll even

become easy and comfortable once you are well practiced with these skills this book was

designed with the intention of making the concepts of couples therapy accessible to those

who cannot find the time money or transport to reach a therapist s office it also aims to make

this work as simple easy and enjoyable as possible some chapters may pose challenging

questions that expose difficulties in your relationship while many others will offer fun stress

free interactive exercises that you ll want to incorporate into date nights or lazy weekend

mornings together the concepts included can be applied to any relationship whether your

partnership is weeks months years or decades old you ll find activities designed for couples to

use together but you ll also find questionnaires to complete on your own which will help you to

clarify your goals both as an individual and as half of a partnership this is a great book to

keep handy at your bedside table or to carry with you and squeeze in a few minutes of

relationship work wherever and whenever you can find time this workbook will provide you

with useful insights into what makes any romantic partnership successful and satisfying

strategies tools questionnaires and quizzes to discover pursue and realize your personal

relationship goals guided questions to help you learn more about yourself and your partner

advanced exercises that aim at improving connection trust and intimacy within the couple

suggestions on how to keep the unique relationship you share thriving for many years to

come regardless of your compatibility whether you like the same colors foods movies music

hobbies or friends the health of your relationship will ultimately be determined by your

willingness to invest in its future success keep asking questions and let yourself be open to

unexpected answers don t look any further scroll up click add to cart and start your journey to

a better relationship now

The Don't Sweat Guide for Couples 2013-05-21 a psychotherapist presents a practical guide

for promoting and maintaining long lasting relationships in the 1990s offering advice on topics

including conducting outside affairs evaluating a relationship and the impact of children
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Passion and Presence 2020-10-20 two psychologists share what they have learned from more

than 25 years of counseling to give couples and counselors insights into using type to improve

love relationships includes discussion of common conflict areas and hints to overcome them

ways to improve communication and the use of differences to enhance a relationship

Rediscovering Love 2017-08-16

Game Free 1974

Relationship Workbook for Couples 2019-04

The Art of Staying Together 1993-06-16

Intimacy and Type 1997
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